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Getting Started with Great Email Deliverability

Create a Sending Domain

SparkPost’s team of email deliverability experts has put together this guide to help you get off 
on the right foot with optimum deliverability. Here are ten best practices and key configuration 
steps you should follow to get started sending messages with great deliverability.

Establishing a sending domain is an important first step when setting up your email programs. 
Sending domains reinforce the trust your customers have for your brand—and help receiving 
ISP mailbox providers understand your sending patterns.

When selecting a sending domain, it’s key to select a domain that matches your brand and 
purpose for the message. A few guidelines for selecting a sending domain include:

 Use a sub-domain of your primary web domain whenever possible.

 Use a sub-domain that makes its purpose clear, for example: newsletter.domain.com; 
email.domain.com; alert.domain.com; confirm.domain.com.

 Use different domains for different types of mail, for example: separate newsletters, 
alerts, and order confirmations into separate domains.
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Authenticate Your Sending Domain

Configuring email authentication is an important part of building a trustworthy sending domain. Email 
authentication makes your domain and IP more difficult to forge or “spoof” by spammers and phishers. It is 
a best practice to set up SPF, DKIM, and DMARC for your sending domain. Increasingly, ISPs such as Gmail, 
Microsoft, and Yahoo are using email authentication to help determine delivery, as they want to protect 
their users from potentially malicious mail.

 Learn more about these important email authentication standards on the SparkPost web site: 
sparkpo.st/authentication 

SPF

DKIM

DMARC
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If you’re a high-volume sender, it’s a good idea to make sure your email is sent using an 
IP address dedicated to that use. That way, ISPs will know exactly what to expect for your 
sending patterns, and your reputation won’t be affected by other senders. Generally 
speaking, you will realize the most benefit from a dedicated IP address if you send more 
than 100,000 messages per send and develop a proper reputation for good delivery.

But in order to get the benefit of a dedicated address, it’s important to properly plan for it. 
IP warming is the process of methodically adding campaign volume week-over-week to a 
new address to establish a positive sending reputation. The more consistent you are with 
volume, frequency, complaint and bounce levels, the faster you will establish a positive 
sending reputation.

Through experience and empirical evidence, SparkPost’s deliverability has determined 
best practices for starting off on the right foot.

 Learn how to optimize IP warm-up on the SparkPost website: sparkpo.st/warmup

Warm Up Dedicated IP Addresses3
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Just like your sending domain, your bounce domain (also know as the “Return-Path” 
domain) has a reputation at many ISPs. While configuring a separate bounce domain isn’t 
strictly necessary, it offers many of the same brand and deliverability benefits as establishing 
your sending domain. It also may give you more flexibility in the future to if you need to 
reconfigure your sending infrastructure.

A tracking domain is the domain used for URLs and tracking images in your email messages. 
When recipients click on those links, they will redirect through the tracking domain before 
reaching the final URL. It’s also used as the path for tracking pixel to track message opens.

A recipient will see this domain if they mouse over a tracked link in an HTML message or 
if they receive a plain text message. If correctly branded, it’s also an important signal of 
trust for your recipients.

And, like sending and bounce domains, a tracking domain carries a reputation with 
many ISPs and filters. That’s why our deliverability team recommends the best practice 
of creating a custom tracking domain.

Create a Custom Bounce Domain

Create a Custom Tracking Domain
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Suppression, or exclusion, lists are lists of addresses to whom you should not send email. Suppression 
lists generally contain email addresses that have bounced, people who’ve told you they don’t want your 
email, and certain forbidden or otherwise problematic addresses. Neglecting to maintain a consistent 
suppression list will have an immediate negative impact on your sending reputation and your deliverability.

By the way, when you change your email infrastructure—say, if you’ve moved to SparkPost from another 
provider—it is imperative to import your existing suppression list into your new system. Doing so is crucial 
to protect your reputation by ensuring you don’t send to known bad addresses out of the gate.

Maintain Your Suppression List6
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Suppression lists (see above) generally contain addresses that explicitly should be blocked 
from your system. But deliverability also is affected by how engaged your recipients are 
with your messages: do they open them? Do they click on your links? ISP mailbox providers 
increasingly use machine learning to use those sorts of signals to determine whether your 
email is wanted—or perhaps should be filed as spam.

Particularly when sending from a new domain or address, we recommend sending only 
to highly-engaged subscribers for the first 30 to 45 days until you have built up your 
reputation. This means that, if you mail daily, send only to subscribers that have opened or 
clicked on a message at least one time in the past 30 days. If you mail weekly, you can up 
that window to 60 days.

But beyond that warm-up window, it’s also good sense not waste resources on recipients that 
aren’t interested in what you’re offering. Sometimes it’s just better to end the relationship and 
part ways on good terms.

One best practice is to ask: send a message asking the recipient if they’re still interested 
in receiving your emails. If they say yes, great! If they actively decline, add them to your 
suppression list. And if you don’t get a response, be disciplined about removing recipients 
who don’t have a history of opening your messages.

Remove Unengaged Subscribers7
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Most email teams are used to sending test messages to make sure the email renders and looks as it should. But 
before you send a campaign to your subscribers, it’s also a good idea to send a test message to check for some 
technical factors that can have an affect on deliverability. Here’s a simple quality control checklist to consider:

 Check the SMTP headers to ensure your custom domains and other information are appearing 
as intended. (By the way, you can use SparkPost’s free email validation tools to simplify this 
technical task! They’re at tools.sparkpost.com.)

 Double check that your email is configured for key authentication standards.

 Check the message content to verify tracking domains are working properly.

 Review message content for spammy words, HTML errors, and other quality issues.

Send a Test Message8
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Deliverability best practices don’t stop with the send! Be sure to monitor key metrics such as 
acceptance rate, opens, clicks, and spam complaints to determine if messages are going to 
the inbox. Keep in mind that some delays to delivery are normal during the first 30 to 45 days 
as your reputation matures. However, if you send to highly-engaged subscribers delays will be 
very minimal after just a few sends.

Of course, we all would like 100% deliverability and opens on every campaign. However, not 
even the most perfect sender can achieve those results. There are many reasons your mail 
may not be delivered: the address was invalid (hard bounce), the message was blocked (block 
bounce), or the message was delayed and timed out on retry (soft bounce). In most situations, 
if your delivery rate (acceptance rate minus admin bounces) is above 95%, you can rest assured 
that you are doing great and can be very proud of your sending practices!

 Get a crash course on deliverability metrics: sparkpo.st/crashcourse

Monitor Delivery Results9
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If you have followed the above best practices, you’re already well on your way to great email 
deliverability. But, if you continue to see high complaints, blocks, or spam foldering, you 
should restrict your mailings to the most engaged users by tightening up your engagement 
window (last subscriber activity) further until those subside.

And if you’re ready for advice from SparkPost’s team, we’re ready to help. For more hands-on 
email resources and to learn more about our expert deliverability and other technical services, 
visit sparkpo.st/deliverability.
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